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ABSTRACT

Delay is a key Internet performance metric and its stability, vari-

ation, and abrupt changes have been well studied. However, little

could have been said about the Internet-wide delay distribution. In

order to build a representative sample set for the Internet-wide de-

lay distribution, one needs to draw data from a random selection

of source hosts to destination hosts and there is no measurement

system with access to every AS and subnet of the Internet.

In this work we propose to apply the path-stitching algorithm to

archival measurement data and reconstruct the past history of In-

ternet delay distribution. The two main advantages of path stitch-

ing are that data from existing measurement projects is suf�cient

to provide accurate estimates and it produces delay estimates be-

tween almost any two hosts in the Internet. As a �rst step towards

the longitudinal study of the Internet-wide delay distribution, we

examine how the Internet delay changes from 2004 to 2009. Our

work is the �rst ever systematic approach to Internet delay distribu-

tion. We report the overall delay distribution has gotten worse from

2004 to 2009, while the delay distribution for the same set of host

pairs remains almost identical or slightly improved.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

C.2.5 [Local and Wide-Area Networks]: Internet (e.g., TCP/IP)
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Internet today is the most widely spread platform for infor-

mation dissemination and plays a vital part in communication and

collaboration of our modern lives. The network performance of the

Internet is critical to all aspects of communications and online ser-

vices. Many large-scale projects have been proposed and deployed

to collect Internet-wide measurements data [1, 5, 6, 9, 10, 12, 14].
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Longitudinal study about the evolution of the Internet AS topol-

ogy [4,11] and Internet traf�c [2] have revealed that the AS peering

practice has switched from hierarchical to peer-to-peer and domi-

nant traf�c types have changed from web to peer-to-peer. But what

do we know about the overall Internet delay performance? Internet

delay is one of the key performance metrics, closely tied to ap-

plication performance and user satisfaction. As a key end-to-end

performance metric, stability, variation, and abrupt changes of de-

lay as a path statistic have been well studied. However, little could

have been said about the Internet-wide delay performance. In order

to build a representative sample of the Internet-wide delay distri-

bution, one needs data from a random selection of source hosts to

destination hosts and there is no measurement system with access

to every AS and subnet of the Internet. Only statistics from a selec-

tive partial set have been available [16].

In order to estimate the delay distribution of the Internet, it is

essential to run point-to-point measurement between any source

and destination pairs that are randomly drawn from every possi-

ble IP address. Instead of instrumenting end-hosts to collect mea-

surements, we consider a different approach to estimate end-to-end

delay. In our previous work we have proposed a structural path

and round-trip delay estimation scheme called path stitching [8].

The main idea is to decompose existing end-to-end measurements

by the AS and reconstruct the end-to-end path and delay. The two

main advantages of path stitching is that data from existing mea-

surement project is suf�cient to provide estimates better than ac-

tive measurement assisted estimation schemes and it can answer

queries about most part of the Internet. We can apply path-stitching

to any measurement, past or present, and reconstruct end-to-end

path and delay. This unique capability together with random sam-

pling of the Internet enables us to raise and address the following

long-cherished and interesting questions.

• Has the Internet grown shorter in delay?

• What are the basic rules that govern the long-term dynamics

of the Internet delay? How has it evolved? At what rate?

When and why did the rate change?

As a �rst step towards the longitudinal study of the Internet-wide

delay distribution, we investigate the feasibility of reconstructing

the past history of Internet delay distribution with the existing mea-

surements data. In this work, as a preliminary result, we examine

how the Internet delay changes from 2004 to 2009. Our work is

the �rst ever systematic approach to Internet delay distribution. We

report that overall delay distribution has gotten worse from 2004 to

2009, while the delay distribution for the same set of host pairs re-

mains almost identical or slightly improved. Our study of Internet

delay distribution evolution does not focus on the individual mi-



croscopic behavior, but is more of a macroscopic summary of the

evolution trend, yet accounting for all the microscopic changes.

2. RECONSTRUCTING PAST HISTORY
In order to reconstruct past history of the Internet delay we need

matching data and a methodology to combine them and produce

end-to-end path and delay between arbitrary hosts. The core esti-

mation methodology used in this work is path stitching [8]. We

present a brief overview on how path stitching works and what

types of data it uses in different steps.

Datasets

In this work, we rely on two types of the Internet's historical data:

(1) end-to-end Internet forwarding path and delay measurements

and (2) routing information.

These two types of measurement data have been available for

over a decade: traceroute measurements collected CAIDA's Skit-

ter and Ark projects [6, 7] and BGP routing table snapshots col-

lected by RouteViews [1] and RIPE Routing Information Service

(RIS) [12]. While they are among the largest data archives pub-

licly available and hold constantly updated information about IP

and AS-level topologies, those datasets obviously do not provide

a complete map of the Internet (Ark traceroutes are generated by

tens of systems in total). But they still provide a good starting point

for our investigation into the representative delay distribution of the

Internet.

From Ark, we use one round of traceroute outputs taken in June,

2004 and in June, 2009 (a total of approximately 50 million tracer-

oute outputs.) A round of data in Skitter and Ark refers to a set

of traceroute outputs to all routable /24 pre�xes from the sources.

From RouteViews and RIPE RIS, we use all available BGP table

snapshots of the same period as our Ark data.

Path stitching

Path stitching is at the core of this work, enabling us to reconstruct

end-to-end path and delay between any two arbitrary end hosts in

the Internet. Figure 1 is a step-by-step illustration of how path

stitching works. When a query for the path and delay from x to z
arrives, path stitching produces delay estimate as follows. In Step

1 it maps the two IP addresses x and z to their AS numbers, X and

Z, based on the routing information. In Step 2 it infers the AS-level

path between the two ASes, X and Z. In Step 3 it stitches path seg-

ments along the inferred AS path, and �nally returns an end-to-end

delay estimate.

The two main source of input data to path stitching are hop-by-

hop delay measurements and the BGP routing tables. The former

is segmented by ASes and is transformed to a path segment reposi-

tory. The latter is used in pre�x-to-AS mapping, AS path inference,

and routable /24 pre�x compilation.

Path stitching does not always return a result. It fails when the

inferred AS path between the source and destination IP addresses

has an AS of which path segment does not exist in the path seg-

ment repository. It means that the Ark data we use failed to collect

traceroute measurement about that speci�c AS. It also fails when

end points of path segments from two adjoining ASes on the in-

ferred path do not line up and cannot be stitched. In this case we

employ approximation rules, such as using reverse path segments

and clustering at /24 pre�xes. On the other hand, path stitching

may return multiple stitched paths for a given query. In such a

case, path stitching applies preference rules to rank candidates and

select the best one. Preferences are given to those segments with

IP addresses that are close to the destination address, for the same

destination pre�x, and, lastly, to the most recent segment.

Figure 1: Path stitching algorithm, where :X: is a set of path

segments in AS X, X::Y is a set of path segments between AS X

and Y.

Path stitching reports less than 10 ms error for 75% of the cases

when the query sources reside in the same ASes as the probing

monitors are; and 50% when the query sources are not in the same

ASes as any of the probing monitors. This performance is com-

parable to or slightly better than iPlane that has shown the best

performance network delay estimation.

Host pair sample size

Having downloaded the archival traceroute data and routing infor-

mation and armed with path stitching, we now design our sampling

methodology for Internet delay distribution estimation. The com-

plete delay distribution between every possible pairs of hosts on the

Internet is impossible to obtain. Then, how many samples of host

pairs are representative enough?

We regard the Internet as a �nite set of pairs of communicating

hosts. Instead of counting all possible pairs of individual host ad-

dresses, we assume that there are N unique pairs of /24 IP pre�x

blocks in the Internet. Because individual addresses in the same

/24 pre�x blocks are very likely to be assigned and managed by

the same administrative entity, we expect that hosts in the same /24

block are likely to experience similar performance, such as network

delays and packet losses. We choose a simple random sampling

without replacement over N unique pairs.

We derive the sample size n of host pairs in order to guarantee a

certain level of accuracy in the delay distribution estimation. As we

expect the delay distribution not to follow a normal distribution�

from our empirical data we observe that delay distributions are

heavy tailed�, median is a better metric than mean.

Given n samples of round-trip delays, y1, y2, . . . , yn, we esti-

mate the median of the population (qm) using the order statistics

( y[1] ≤ y[2] ≤ . . . ≤ y[n] ). Then, the estimator of the median

is de�ned by q̂m = y[⌈n/2⌉]. The distribution of q̂m around the

true value (qm) approaches a normal distribution asymptotically as

the sample size n grows (see chapter 2.3.3 of [13]). The estima-

tor is also known to be unbiased (E[q̂m] = qm) and consistent

(q̂m → qm as n → ∞) [3]. Then, the 100× (1− α)% con�dence

interval of median estimator is given by

q̂m ± zα

p
0.5(1 − 0.5)

Pr[Y = qm] ·
√

n
(1)
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Figure 2: Sample size when Pr[Y = qm] = 0.003

Except for the Pr[Y = qm], all variables in (1) are easily de-

rived from the samples. Because we do not make any assumption

on the population distribution, we do not know Pr[qm] in advance.
We choose to approximate Pr[qm] from our empirical delay dis-

tribution from 100, 000 sample pairs. We have observed that the

empirical observation of Pr[qm] is normally distributed, and the

value converges as we increase the number of observations.

In Figure 2, we illustrate how many samples are required for the

estimate to fall within the con�dence interval. In this �gure, we

use Pr[qm] = 0.003 that we have observed in 2009. We see that

the sample size of n = 50, 000 ∼ 60, 000 shows very small errors

(about 1 msec) for a very tight con�dence interval for α = 0.99.
In this work, we choose the number of sample size n = 100, 000

to maximize the accuracy of estimation. In the next Section, we

will see that the average success rate of path stitching with ran-

dom host pairs are about 65%. That is, when we try 100, 000 ran-

dom host pairs, we successfully estimate path and delays for about

65, 000 host pairs, and it still provides very small errors (about 1
msec) for the 95% con�dence interval.

3. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
To get a sense of the feasibility about analyzing the Internet delay

history, we take a quick look at the delay distributions in 2004/06

and in 2009/06. In this section, as a preliminary result for the work,

we examine the observed differences between two distributions,

and provide possible explanations.

We extract all /24 routable IP pre�xes from the BGP routing ta-

ble snapshots in 2004 and in 2009. Total number of announced

/24 pre�xes in 2004 and in 2009 are 5, 170, 229 and 10, 071, 994,
respectively. A random sample of 100,000 host pairs have been

drawn from those all routable /24 pre�xes, and delay estimates are

produced by path stitching. We have observed that path stitching

successfully estimated paths and delays for the 67% in 2004 pairs

and 65% in 2009 pairs.

In Figure 3(a) we plot the CDF of round-trip delay distributions

for 2004/06 and 2009/06. We show that overall delay distribution

got worse in 2009 than 2004. The median delays are 166.0 msec

and 213.0 msec, respectively. Where does the difference of 50
msec median delay come from? Internet has been expanding in

terms of hosts, ASes, countries, or geographic region. IP address

usage must have expanded from 2004 to 2009. Some of /24 pre�xes

of those hosts with large delays in 2009 may not existed in 2004.

Similarly, ASes of those hosts in 2009 may not existed in 2004.

Then what if we choose the same set of host pairs for 2004 and

for 2009. We pick 100, 000 host pairs in 2004/06 again and use the
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Figure 3: Delay Distributions, 2004/06 and 2009/06

same set of host pairs for 2009/06. We have observed that 41, 905
pairs always responded. We plot the result in Figure 3(b). We

observe the opposite results; delay distributions for the same set of

sample host pairs got slightly better in 2009 than 2004. In this case,

the median delays are 173.0 msec and 163.4 msec, respectively.

Where does the 10 msec improvement in median delay from

2004 to 2009 come from? One possible explanation for the 10
msec improvement is at the transmission rate upgrade. Back-of-

the-envelope calculation of transmission time of a 1, 500 bytes packet
over 1 Mbps is 12 msec and over 10 Mbps is 1.2 msec. Can we say

that the major transmission technology has evolved from 1 Mbps to

10 Mbps in the past six years? We do not have concrete evidences

for the claim.

Regional growth of the Internet

Why has the Internet delay gotten worse from 2004 to 2009 for

independent samples of host pairs? We �nd a possible reason for

this global trend from the newly appeared ASes or pre�xes. The

pre�xes and ASes of those hosts with large delays in 2009 may not

exist in 2004, and they can cause the overall Internet performance

to degrade.

In Figure 4 we plot the geographic regional distribution of host

pairs in 2004 and 2009. In the �gure, we can see that the fraction of

host pairs in North America (NA-NA in the �gure) decreased sig-

ni�cantly from 40% to 20%. Interestingly, the fractions of all other

regional pairs increased (except for the North America - Oceania

pair that has remained constant).

The effect of the change in the geographical distribution of sam-

ple hosts becomes clear with Figure 5(a). In the �gure, we plot

the CDF of delays for the North America - North America pairs.

The delay distributions for those pairs in 2004 and 2009 are al-

most identical. It does not mean that the delay distributions for the

other regional pairs have gotten worse. For example, in Figure 5(b),

the delay performance for the Africa - Europe pairs for most part

improved signi�cantly from 2004 to 2009. But 10% of Africa -

Europe pairs experience delays than 1 sec in 2009. Their median

delay is still much larger than that of intra North America pairs.
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Figure 4: Geographic regional distribution of host pairs (AS:

Asia, AF: Africa, EU: Europe, OC: Oceania, NA: North Amer-

ica, SA: South America
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Figure 5: Delay distributions for speci�c regional pairs

Even though we do not have exact information about the access

technologies of newly emerging pre�xes or ASes, the expansion of

the Internet out of North America to far wider regions of the globe

is a likely cause behind the mean delay increase from 2004 to 2009.

4. SUMMARY AND FUTUREWORK
In this work, we present the methodology for the Internet de-

lay history analysis with the existing measurements and our path-

stitching algorithm. We demonstrate that our approach is feasible

and gives insights into the overall Internet delay distributions for

the past as well as the present one.

Future work will focus on rigorous statistical analysis about the

sources of error in our approach. As well as the sampling er-

rors from the restricted number of sample size, the effect of non-

respondents (about 35% of sampled host pairs in our work) and

the measurements error from the path stitching should be carefully

considered together.

We will also incorporate additional datasets from NLANR [10],

RocketFuel [15], and iPlane projects. We will see the trend from

1999 to 2009, and match it with the Internet-wide upgrades, such

as new undersea technology developments or DSL/cable deploy-

ment. This would allow us to better understand the perspectives on

Internet performance growth. We expect signi�cant change delay

during the �rst half of the decade when the Internet experienced

the unprecedented growth and the delay distributions from 1999 to

2004 would offer us a very insightful perspective to the evolution

of Internet performance.
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